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The Challenge 1

� Connect all nine dots using four consecutive 

lines

� Can’t take your pen off the page

� Can’t double back over a line

� Lines can only intersect once



The Solution



The Challenge 2

� Connect all nine dots using THREE consecutive 

lines

� Can’t take your pen off the page

� Can’t double back over a line

� Lines can only intersect once



The Solution



Thinking Outside the Square

Insanity: doing the same thing over 

and over again and expecting 

different results.
Albert Einstein



Service in the Public Sector

� Many of the ‘easy wins’ have already been 

made in delivering service improvement, 

making it harder for government at all levels 

to find significant future enhancements.  This 

is coupled with rising fiscal constraints and 

crises in most advanced countries.
� IPPA Policy Paper

� Getting Serious on Client Service, 2011

� http://www.ipaa.org.au/documents/2012/05/getting-serious-on-client-service.pdf/?fb0ff6



Discussion Today

� Benchmarking and service standards

� The power of analysis

� Channel management

� Collaboration

� The people aspect



� Setting of performance standards and 

measuring yourself against them

� What does this mean for a monopoly provider 

with a  captive customer base?

Benchmarking



� Delivering services or customer service well, 

or not so well

� The amount of money you invest in service

� How efficiently and effectively you allocate 

the available resources 

� The impetus to continually improve or to be 

complacent 

Service Delivery Drivers



Your Challenge

Avoid complacency and create the impetus and 

dynamic for continuous improvement in service 

operations



� Is it enough to position yourself against other 

local government organisations?

� Service as a universal concept – your service 

performance is judged against every other 

service experience your customer has

Comparative Benchmarking



Do Something Different

� Go beyond benchmarking your service 

standards

� Develop a deep understanding your 

customer’s behaviours, expectations and 

overall experience 

� Use this to measure and define the success of 

your operation 



Understand personally ….

… what your customers are experiencing



Some Considerations

� What is an acceptable service level?

� Do your staff really own your internal 

standards?

� Are you mentoring your staff on the job to 

raise their performance standards? 

� Is side-by-side mentoring a core element of 

your team leader roles?



Raise the Bar



Get Results

Back to the basics of continuous 

improvement:

� Change the way you understand your 

customer’s experience

� Work with your team to build commitment 

to best practice and to raise the ‘average’



What are Appropriate Service 

Levels?
� Service as a universal 

concept means 

increasing expectations

� What is our personal 

experience of service?



Service?

123.8 seconds



Service?

123.8 seconds

32.9  seconds



Service …



2012  Benchmarking Snapshot

Customer Perspective

Target Service Level – Answer Speed 82% in 30 seconds

Service Level Agreement 101.3% (ie, exceeded)

Abandon Rate Phone 4.6%

Average Wait Time Counter 123.8 seconds

Average Wait Time Phone 44.4 seconds

First Contact Resolution 83%

Proportion Transactions Raising a CSR 18.6%



How Good Do You Need To Be?

� When is “good” good 

enough?

� Is there a danger of ‘over-

servicing’?



Your Conundrum

Service as 

universal

Service as 

universal

Rising 

expectations

Rising 

expectations

Scarce 

resources

Scarce 

resources

MonopolyMonopoly

Captive 

customers

Captive 

customers



Managing the Contradiction

� Nurture a deep understanding of customer 

expectations

� …  customer needs, priorities and demands 

have to be carefully interpreted
� IPPA Policy Paper

� Getting Serious on Client Service, 2011



Client Expectations

� Some government agencies are beginning to 

experiment with better ways to ‘listen and 

learn’ through these new media so that they 

get a richer and more ‘real time’ view of 

customer preferences and concerns …

� IPPA Policy Paper

� Getting Serious on Client Service, 2011



Customer Tolerance

Desirable

Expected

Adequate

Tolerance

Zone

Tolerance

Zone



Customer Tolerance

1. How do you define unacceptable, acceptance 

and exceptional service?

2. What tolerance do YOUR clients have for 

service levels for different interactions?

3. Do you customers really require exceptional 

service for everything?

4. What level of service are your customers 

prepared to pay for?



Service Levels

� Tailor service levels to customer expectations 

and tolerance zones

� Don’t waste your resources delivering a level 

of service your customers don’t expect, need 

or want



Activity vs Effectiveness



Busyness v Effectiveness

� Are you busy managing contacts that your 

customers did not want to make in the first 

place?

� Are you working hard for the wrong reasons?

� Focus not just on what is happening but why it 

is happening 



The Power of Analysis



Granularity

What level of granularity do you

have in your data?



Categorisation

Too much to choose from …

… or too little ..

… makes meaningful analysis difficult



Powerful Analysis

� Do your customers really want to contact you?

� What is the value of the contact to your 

customer?

� What is the value of the contact to you?

� How do you handle complex enquiries?

� Which contacts are the result of service 

failures?



Consider …

� Avoiding a reliance on stats and averages 

alone

� Enabling effective contact categorisation

� Embedding a routine to systematically analyse 

your data to understand low-value 

interactions

� Establishing best practice interaction 

processes



Channel Management



Channel Management

1. Coherence and Coordination

2. Consistency

3. Maintenance

4. Analysis



Coherence & Coordination

� Ensure channels are logical and sustainable

� Look for gaps and under-utilisation

� Determine which channels for which 

interactions

� Establish consistent service levels for each 

channel

� Promote channels to appropriate users



Consistency

� Need same standards of performance across 

all channels

� Three rings for phone enquiries vs three days 

for emails?



Maintenance

� Ensure the consistency for the customer

� Control service-related content

� Analyse reliability of all channels and have 

contingencies in place

� Manage impact on staffing, rostering and 

skilling



Analysis

� Find out what is happening across all touch 

points

� Identify trends

� Assess whether promotional activities are 

working

� Extend new methods of research to 

understand customer preferences across 

different channels



Channel Management

In summary:

� Have a strategy

� Successful implementation means good 

management - coordinate, maintain and 

analyse



Opportunity for Collaboration

Same range 

of services

Same range 

of services

Similar 

challenges

Similar 

challenges

Looking for 

similar 

solutions and 

outcomes

Looking for 

similar 

solutions and 

outcomes

And you 

don’t 

compete for 

customers

And you 

don’t 

compete for 

customers



Collaboration

� Don’t reinvent the wheel

� Share experiences

� Share your strengths and get support for 

weaker skill areas

� Be part of the groundswell with developments 

in local government generally



The People Element



Your People

� Think about the skills and behaviours you 

need into the future

� Tap into the talent of younger generations

� Support current staff to develop new skills

� Design jobs for the future

� Use performance feedback as a motivator 

(and to raise service levels)



Your People

� Nurture communication and relationship skills 

for your team leaders

� Develop collaborative relationships with 

internal stakeholders such as ICT

� Enhance your strategic thinking and writing 

skills so that your can articulate your vision



In Conclusion

� Base service standards on a deep understanding 

of customer expectations and tolerance

� Harness the power of analysis

� Get control of the channels in and out of council

� Collaborate and get involved in the wider local 

government agenda

� Support, motivate and train your teams – they 

are the face of council



And finally …

Thank you for your 

participation


